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jay-z's classic debut is a compelling reflection on his life as a hustler. it's invested with an uncommon complexity and candor that has noticeably faded in his later material. armed with clever phrasing and sly deadpan wit, jay-z navigates indulgent romps (can't knock the hustle), thought-
provoking introspection (regrets), and devastating street-corner soliloquies (friend or foe) with savvy composure. the beats on reasonable doubt, provided by the likes of dj premier & ski, are as irresistibly slick as his persona. brooklyn's finest, his mic-passing session with his friend
notorious b.i.g., takes on a torch-passing significance in the wake of biggie's death. that song, and the entire album, foreshadows jay-z's subsequent ascension to kingpin status. --del. f. cowie jay-z's classic debut is a compelling reflection on his life as a hustler. it's invested with an

uncommon complexity and candor that has noticeably faded in his later material. armed with clever phrasing and sly deadpan wit, jay-z navigates indulgent romps (can't knock the hustle), thought-provoking introspection (regrets), and devastating street-corner soliloquies (friend or foe)
with savvy composure. jay-z was born shawn carter on february 17, 1969 in queens, new york. his mother died in a 1989 car accident when he was a child, and his father, the rev. alfred shawn carter, was imprisoned at the time of his birth. jay-z grew up with his brother and sister in the
middle-class jamaica, queens neighborhood of hollis. his father was released from prison in 1993, and the trio moved to manhattan, where jay-z attended the prestigious stuyvesant high school. his father taught him the significance of education, and his father supported him financially.
he attended howard university, where he became involved with the united states national junior chess team and wrote his first rap song, "movin' on." jay-z dropped out of college in 1990, and took a job working in the mailroom of his fathers' record label, rush, where he discovered its

most successful artists, such as b.b. king, marley marl, and big daddy kane. he eventually became a vice president of the label. in 1992, he launched his own label, roc-a-fella records, with damon dash, kareem burke, and lyor cohen. 5ec8ef588b
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